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We present conditions for the realizability of amalgams and characterize 
the amalgamation bases and the countable existentially closed groups in 
some classes of nilpotent groups. 
Let N, denote the nilpotent groups of class at most c, N: the torsion- 
free groups in N,, and B” the groups of exponent n. We consider the 
classes (1) K = N, n BP, p a prime greater than c, (2) K’ the groups in N, 
whose central factor is in BP and K” the torsion groups in K’, p a prime 
usually greater or equal than c, and (3) N: the groups in N, whose torsion 
subgroup is in B” where n is squarefree and (n, c!) = 1. In this article we 
carry over some results known for N: or N2 n B” to the classes just 
defined. 
In the first section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
realizability of amalgams in K and K’. An amalgam consists of two groups 
A,B with a common subgroup D, and a realization of the amalgam is a 
group C with two embeddings of A and B into C that coincide on D. The 
problem is to find the group C in K or K’. Thus D d A n B in C if we 
identify A and B with their images in C. If moreover A n B= D in C we 
call C a strong realization of the amalgam D <A,B. It turns out that an 
amalgam can be realized strongly in K or K’ if it can be realized in K or 
K’ at all 
Classes of groups in which each amalgam can be realized in the class 
appear seldom, well-known exceptions being the classes of all groups, of all 
abelian groups, or of all finite groups. A group D in a class X is called a 
(strong) amalgamation base in X if any amalgam D < A, B E X can be 
realized (strongly) in X. In section two we show that a group D in K or 
K’ is a (strong) amalgamation base in K or K’ iff Di = Z,, 1 -i(D), 16 i G c, 
or DiDp=Z,+,_i (D), 1 < i < c, respectively. Here Dj denotes the lower 
central series of D with D, = D and Di+l = [Di, D], ia 1, and Z,(D) 
denotes the upper central series with Z,(D) = ( 1) and Zi+ l(D) the inverse 
image of the center of D/Zi(D) in D, i > 0. Recall that D,, 1 = ( 1) or 
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Z,(D) = D are equivalent to DEN,. In order to avoid repetitions the 
proofs in the first two sections only give the changes necessary in the proofs 
of the corresponding results for N,t in 171. The classes K and K’ appear 
to be the simplest special cases for which G. Higman’s criterion for the 
realizability of amalgams of finite p-groups [4, Theorem] can be extended 
to contain a bound on the nilpotency class of the group realizing the 
amalgam. 
In the third section we apply our amalgamation results to the classifica- 
tion of countable existentially closed groups. The link is given by the fact 
that in our classes existentially closed groups are amalgamation bases. 
Recall that a group G in a class X is called existentially closed in X, if any 
finite system of equations and inequalities with constants from G has a 
solution in G, provided it has a solution in a supergroup G <HEX. This 
notion is in analogy to algebraically closed fields, and for some classes X 
there is a classi~cation of the countable existentially closed groups. In any 
case each countable group in X can be embedded into a countable existen- 
tially closed group in X, if X is closed under unions of ascending chains. So 
far it has been known that there exists a unique countable existentially 
closed group in N, n B”, n B 1, a unique periodic one in N, [12, 
Theorem 3.51, and a countable number of them in N: [l, Theorem 4.11, 
[IS, Section 8.81. On the other hand their number is 2’0 in N, and in the 
subclass of groups in N, whose torsion subgroups are p-groups, c 2 2 [9, 
Propositions 1 and 21. Here we obtain that there is a unique one in K and 
K” and a countable number in K’ and in NF. The groups in K’ and NF all 
decompose as direct products T x F with the torsion subgroup T, which is 
the uniquely determined group in K” or K, respectively, and F existentially 
closed in N: or in N,t, which accounts for the countable number from 
the above results. The proofs in this section use the notion of a closed 
group in a class of groups, an algebraically-spirited strengthening of exis- 
tentially closed groups introduced in [8 3. In fact, the proofs are based 
on the characterization of the existence of a unique countable closed 
group by amalgamation properties of the class under consideration 
[S, Theorem 5.101. 
We also show that K and K’ do have model companions but N,,l, c >, 2 
does not. Saracino and Wood had obtained that N, n B”, n 2 1, has a 
model companion [ 12, Theorem 3.91. Our negative result for N: follows 
from Saracino’s result that NT has no model companion, c 2 2, [ll, 
Theorem 21 once the described decomposition G = TX F is given. For 
more background on model companions and existentially closed groups we 
refer to [S, 61. 
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1. AMALGAMS 
A central series of a group A of length c is a series G = 
(G,>Gz2 a.- aG,+i ) of normal subgroups of A such that G, =A, 
G C+l= (1) and G,/G,+, is central in A/Gi+i, l<i<c. If G is a central 
series of length c, then we assume implicity Gi = (1) for all i> c. If G is 
a series in the group A and D< A is a subgroup, then G n D and GD 
denote the series of the intersections and products of the terms in G with 
D, respectively. We will make use of central Lazard series with the stronger 
property [G,, Gj] < Gi+j, all i, j. Recall that each lower central series is a 
Lazard series. For the applications we introduce an apparently weaker 
notion [7, Lemma 5-J. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Suppose D Q A, B. We call central series G of A and H 
of B coupled if 
(1) GnD=HnD, and 
(2) Ifi=i,+..‘+i,with l<n, l=i,<i,, l<k<nthen 
(a) Csil 3 . . . . S,] < Gi, where 
if ik= 1, 
if i,> 1, 
l<k<n, 
and 
(b) CTi,, ..*y T,] G Hi, where 
Tik = 
B if ik=l, 
(H, n D)B if i,>l, 
1 dk<n. 
The condition (1) reminds one of Higman’s criterion for the realizability of 
amalgams of finite p-groups [4]. Observe that (2) holds if G and H are 
Lazard series, or if only [G,, Gj n D] < Gi+j, [Hi, Hjn D] d H;+j, 1 <i, j. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose c < p. An amalgam D < A, B E K can be realized 
by a group C E K if and only if there exist coupled central series G in A and 
H in B of length c. Moreover A n B = D in C. Also C has a central Lazard 
series R of length c with R n A = G, R n B= H, and RA n RB = RD ifG and 
H are Lazard series. 
Proof: We modify the proof of Satz 1 in [7]. Steps (1) and (2) remain 
unchanged. We skip the passage to divisible hulls in step (3) and all further 
divisibility considerations. In step (4) we can write A as an iterated split 
extension A = (...(Dn(a,))1...) n(a,) with (a,) z C,,, 1 i i<s, since A 
has exponent p and is finitely generated by the reduction in step (1). In step 
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(8.1) we set @ = (~1, B) where a, fi are the inner automorphisms induced 
on F by a and b, respectively. We still have F@ EN, and moreover F@ E K 
since F@ is regular [2, Corollary 4.133, and generated by elements of order 
p, and hence has exponent p [2, Theorem 4.261. This is the point in the 
argument where c < p is used. In step (8.3) we use UZ C, 2 V. i 
As a corollary we have that any amalgam which can be realized in K can 
be realized strongly. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Suppose c <p. If an amalgam D < A, B E K can be 
realised in K, then it can be realized in a group C E K such that A n B = D 
in C. 
Proof: Let the group C E K realize the amalgam D < A,B. If I? = 
(Cj, 16 i $ c + 1) then G = R n A and H = R n B are coupled central series 
of A and B, respectively. 1 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose c < p. An amalgam D < A, B E K' can be realized 
by a group C E K' if and only if there exist coupled central series G in A and 
H in B of length c with AP < G, and BP < H,. Moreover A n B = D in C. 
Also C has a central Lazard series R of length c with Cp < R,, R n A = G, 
R n B = H, and RA n R B = RD, if G and H are Lazard series. 
Proof. If C E K’ realizes the amalgam D < A,B then R = (CiCp, ( 1 ), 
1 < i 6 c) is a central Lazard series of length c and G = R n A, H = R n B 
are coupled central series of A and B, respectively, with A p < G,, BP < H,. 
For the converse we proceed as above. In step (2) we have to replace the 
coupled series G and H with AP < G, and BP < H, by coupled Lazard 
series M and N with AP < M, and BP < N,. For this we check the proof of 
Lemma 5 in [7]. In the definition of Ki+ , and Li+ , in (1) we replace L, 
and K,,, by L, BP and K,,, A p, respectively. In (4) we have S, = (L, BP n D)A 
and we observe that S, < (H, n D)A = (G, n D)A since BP <H,, 1 < i, 6 c, 
by hypothesis. In (5) we set Mi= KiAP(LiBP n D), Ni= LiBP(KiAP n D), 
ldi<c, and M,+,=(l)=N,+i. Using that AP and BP are central we 
still get that M and N are Lazard series. This establishes tep (2). 
We again skip step (3) and all divisibility considerations. In step (4) we 
maywriteAasA=(D,a, ,..., a,)withaf+,E(D,a, ,..., a,)aA,O<i<s, 
and a,“,l EM, is central in A. Similarly we have in step (7) that G’ is not 
a split extension of F’ by (a) or (b) but only G’= (F’, a) with ape Si,, 
or G’ = (F’, b ) with br E SL, respectively. In Step (5) and (6) we construct 
the group C with Lazard series R or R’ such that in addition Cp < R, or 
Cp d R:, respectively. 
In step (8.1) we use @ = (~1, fi) where c1 and p are the inner 
automorphisms induced on F by a and b, respectively. We have F@E N, 
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and moreover F@ E K’, since F@/S, is a nilpotent group of class at most 
c - 1 generated by elements of orders dividing p (note F p < S,, o(a), 
o(p)1 p) and therefore has exponent dividing p. In step (8.3) we take 
U = (u) cyclic of order o(a) and V= (o ) cyclic of order o(b) and set 
H = F@ x U x V/(a-PuP, b-Pup), where we have factored by a central 
subgroup which has trivial intersection with F0. We can then define the 
embeddings 
8: (F, a) + Hby (xu~)~=x(~u)~, x~F,O<s<p, 
8’: (F, b) + Hby (xb”)t?‘=x(/IV)“, x~F,O<s<p. 
We check that 19 is a homomorphism. Let x,y E F, 0 < s,t < p and 
s + t = ip + r with 0 < r < p and i E { 0, 1 }. Then xu’ya’ = xy”-‘aip . a’ with 
x~“-~u’~ = xya-hip E F. Hence (xasya’)O = ~y”~~a~~(au)‘. On the other hand 
(~~“)0~(ya’)8=x(au)“y(au)‘=xy~-~(au)”+ and (~(u)~+~=u~~(au)~=a~~(tlu)~ 
because of ap = 1 and ap = up in H. Clearly 0 is injective. 
Since A=(D,a)<(F,a) and B=(Bj,b)<(F,bb) we have that 
HE K’ realizes the amalgam D d A,B. Also HP d Y, since (F@)p < S, 
and uP=aPEM,<S,, up = bP E N, E S,. Therefore, the series Y of H 
also satisfies the additional requirement HPe Y,. This completes the 
construction. 1 
COROLLARY 1.5. Suppose c < p. If an amalgam D < A,BE K’ can be 
realized in K’ then it can be realized by a group C E K’ such that A n B = D 
in C. 
ProoJ If an amalgam D d A, B is realized in CE K’ then the Lazard 
series Fi = (CiCp, ( 1 ), 1 d i < c) gives rise to the coupled central series 
G=RnAand H=RnBoflengthc. l 
2. AMALGAMATION BASES 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose c < p. For a group DEK the following are 
equivalent. 
(1) D is a strong amalgamation base in K. 
(2) D is an amalgamation base in K. 
(3) Di = Z, + L _ i(D), 1 < i < c; i.e., the upper and lower central series 
of D coincide. 
ProoJ We can copy the proof of Satz 2( 1) in [7], if we use 
U= U(c + 1, Z/pi?) the group of upper triangular matrices with coefficients 
in Z/pZ, which lies in K because of c < p. 1 
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THEOREM 2.2. Suppose c < p. For a group D EK' the following are 
equivalent. 
(1) D is a strong amalgamation base in K’. 
(2) D is an amalgamation base in K'. 
(3) DiDp=Z,+l-i(D), l<i<c. 
We note that the upper and lower central series of a group D in K’ 
cannot coincide if D has elements of infinite order or of order p3, since D, 
has exponent p and hence is strictly contained in Z(D) which contains 
elements of infinite order or of order p2 in this case. 
Proof: 3-t 1: Suppose D < A,B E K’. It s&ices to show that the 
Lazard series G = (A,A p, 16 i < c) and H = (BiBP, 1~ i < c) of A and B 
satisfy G n D = H n D. This follows from DiDp < AiAP n D < Z,, , _ i(A) n 
D<Z,+1-i (D)=DiDP=BiBPnD, l<i<c. 
2-+3: Since DEK’ we have DiDp<Z,+l-i(D), l<i<c. For the 
converse assume D, Dp s Z, + I ~ m (D) and let m be maximal with this 
property. We choose d E Z,, , _ m (D)\D,Dp. Now dPEZ(C), and in a 
direct product D’ of D with a cyclic group (c) of order pa(d) with 
amalgamated central subgroups (d *) = (cp’) we have that d’ = deep 
has order p and its commutator with any element of D’ lies in 
D m+ i Dp = Z,_,(D) if m < c or is trivial if m = c. Now the construction in 
the proof of Satz 2( 1) in [7] can be applied to D’, d’ instead of D, d, if we 
use the group U(c -t 1, Z/pZ) which lies in K’ because of c < p, and Dj Dfp 
instead of Di in the series Mi and Ni. We obtain groups D’ < A, B E K’ such 
that d’$Z,+l-, (A) and d’E B, and hence d$Z,+,_,(A) and dE B,BP. 
Now, no group C in K’ can realize the amalgam D < A,B, since this would 
yield the contradiction C, Cp $ Z, + , _,,,(C) because of d E B, BP < C, Cp 
and d$Z r+ r-,,,(A) 2 Z,, r -,(C) n D. Thus D is no amalgamation base 
in K’. 1 
3. EXISTENTIALLY CLOSED GROUPS 
We show the uniqueness of the countable existentially closed groups in 
K and K” by a criterion from [S] for which we need the following notion. 
Let X be a countable class of finitely generated groups. 
DEFINITION 3.1. [8, 3.11. For A E X let S(A) be the class of all A* E X 
such that A <A* and for any A* < B,CE X the amalgam A < B,C can be 
realized in X. We assume that A* E S(A) comes with a prescribed embed- 
ding A < A* such that with A* < B,C also A < B,C is given. 
We denote the class of locally-X groups by LX, i.e., GE LX if any finite 
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subset of G is contained in a subgroup from X. A class of groups is said 
to have the joint embedding property if any two groups in the class can 
both be embedded into a group of the class. We introduce the notion of a 
closed group in LX which coincides with that of an existentially closed 
group in LX if X consists of finite groups, and is stronger in general, for 
example for abelian groups. 
DEFINITION 3.2 [S, 1.31. A group GE LX is called closed if for any 
A <G and A <B, A,BE X we have A <B< G provided the amalgam 
A < B,G can be realized in LX, where A < Bd G means that there is an 
embedding of B into G whose restriction to A is the identity. 
Here is the criterion which we shall make use of. 
THEOREM 3.3 [S, 5.101. Let LX have the joint embedding property. Then 
the following are eqaiva~e~t. 
(1) There is a unique cou~tabIe closed group in LX. 
(2) If G is countable and closed in LX then for any A < G with A E X 
there exists A* E S(A) such that A < A* < G. 
We can attack the criterion by 
THEOREM 3.4 [6, 3.2.71. If G is an existentially closed group in LX and 
LX is first-order axiomatizable, then G is a strong amalgamation base in LX. 
We recall that a first-order theory whose models are the existentially 
closed groups in LX is called a model companion of LX (cf. [S, 61). If a 
model companion exists it is to LX what the theory of algebraically closed 
fields is to the class of fields. We now turn to our classes where this 
machinery can be applied, since the number of isomorphism types of 
finitely generated nilpotent groups is countable, and all classes can be 
viewed as LX for a suitable class X of finitely generated groups. Further, 
except for K” all classes are first-order axiomatizable. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose c < p. There exists a unique countable existen- 
tially closed group in K, and K has an &categorical model companion. 
Proof: (1) Since closed and existentially closed is the same for K, 
we may apply 3.3. Let G be countable, existentially closed in K and 
A <G finitely generated. By 3.4 G is an amalgamation base, hence 
Gi= Z,., ,_,(G), 1 < i < c, by 2.1. Since A is finite, there exists a finite sub- 
group A<A*<G such that GjnA=A~nA=Z,+,-,(A*)nA, l<i<c. 
We contend that A* ES(A). Let A* d B,CoK. By 1.2 the amalgam 
A < B,C can be realized in K if the lower central series of B and C are 
coupled and this holds because of 
A~nA<BinA<Z,.+,-i(A*)nA=A~nA=CjnA, 1 <i<c. 
481/127,m3 
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(2) If AEK is finite and A*ES(A) then (AFnA, 1 di<c+ 1) is a 
central series of length c induced on A. Since the number of central series 
of length c of A is finite we can choose a finite subset S’(A) c S(A) such 
that each central series of A which is induced on A by the lower central 
series of some A* E S(A) is induced by the lower central series from a group 
A’ E S’(A ). We consider the following set of first-order sentences : 
(I) Group, VxO~~~x,([xO, . . . . x,]= l), Vx[xP= 11. 
(11) V43hdA) --+VA~ES~~A~ 3A’ diag(A Q A’)], A E K finite. 
(III) VA[3A* diag(A 6 A*) + 3B diag(A d B)], A,B E K finite, 
A*ES(A), A*<B. 
Here quantification over a finite group denotes the quantification over 
all elements of the group, diag(A) denotes the conjunction of the diagram 
in these elements, and diag(A < B) denotes the conjunction of the diagrams 
of A and B with the equations identifying all elements of A with the 
corresponding elements of B. We recall that the diagram of a group lists all 
equations of the group table and all inequalities for different elements, and 
characterizes the group up to isomorphism. First note that (I) axiomatizes 
K. We show that (II) and (III) characterize closed groups in K. Assume 
GE K satisfies (II) and (III). Let A < G and A < BE K both finite, and sup- 
pose the amalgam A < B,G is realized in the group HE K. By (II) there 
exists A* E S(A) such that A 6 A * < G < H. In H we find a finite subgroup 
C such that C realizes the amalgam A < A*,B. By (III) we have A < C < G 
and hence A <B < G for the subgroup B of C. Therefore, G is closed in K. 
Conversely let GE K be closed, and in order to show (III) suppose 
A<A*<G and A*<BEK with A*ES(A), B finite. Then for any finite 
group C with A* < C < G the amalgam A d B,C can be realized in K. By 
a compactness argument the amalgam A < B,G can be realized in K and 
this implies that A < B < G since G is closed. Therefore G satisfies (III). By 
1, for any A d G finite we find A* E S(A) with A 6 A* 6 G. By definition 
there exists A’ES’(A) such that AT n A = A( n A, 16 i<c. Then the 
amalgam A < A*, A’ is realized by a finite group BE K. By (III) A < B d G 
and hence A <A’ < G. Therefore G satisfies (II). This proves that (I), (II), 
(III) is a model companion of K, which is &,-categorical by 1. 1 
COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose (n, c!) = 1, and n = pI ... ps. Then there is a 
unique countable closed group in Nz, which has the form E, x ... x E, x F 
where Ei is the countable existentially closed group in N, n BP’, 1 < i Q c, 
and F is the countable closed group in N,?. The countable existentially 
closed groups in Nr are of the same form with F one of the countably many 
countable existentially closed groups in N,+. NF has no model companion for 
c2 2. 
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Proof: Let GE N; be (existentially) closed. Then G = TX G” with the 
torsion subgroup T and the group G” of nth powers (existentially) closed 
in N, n B” and N:, respectively [9, Proposition 31. Now a group is 
existentially closed in N, n B” iff it is a direct product of existentially closed 
groups in N, n BP’, 16 i < s. This proves the statements about the torsion 
subgroup. For the divisible torsion-free subgroup G” we use the classilica- 
tion in [8, Section 8.81. 
Saracino has shown that N,+ does not have a model companion for c b 2 
[ 11, Theorem 21. This implies that N; does not have a model companion, 
as a relativization to the subset of nth powers would yield a model 
companion of N:. 1 
We next prove a decomposition theorem for existentially closed groups 
in K’ without restriction on c and p. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. An existentially closed group G in K' has a decom- 
position G = TX F with T existentially closed in K” and FE NC divisible. 
Conversely, any group T x F with T existentially closed in K” and FE NT 
divisible is existentially closed in K’. 
Proof Let G be existentially closed in K’, and T the torsion subgroup, 
and GP the central subgroup of pth powers of G. We first show that GP is 
divisible. This holds because G is existentially closed and for each central 
element we can adjoin an arbitrarily high root in a supergroup G ,< HE K’, 
e.g., in a direct product with amalgamated central subgroups. If g E G we 
have for gp E GP an element h E G with gp = hP2. Then g = (ghep) hP with 
(ghpJ’)p = 1 and hence G = TGp. Since GP is divisible abelian we have a 
decomposition GP= Sx F with S torsion and F torsion-free divisible. 
Therefore G = TX F. Here F is either trivial or existentially closed in NT. 
Also T is existentially closed in K” as any system of equations and 
inequalities solvable in some T< s’ E K” is solvable in G < s’ x F and hence 
in G. Moreover the solution will lie in the torsion subgroup T of G if we 
add to the system the equations that some p” th power of each unknown is 1. 
Now let G = T x F with T existentially closed in K” and F divisible in 
NT. In order to show that G is existentially closed in K’ let G < HE K’ 
satisfy a finite system of equations and inequalities with constants from G. 
We may assume that H is also existentially closed in K’ and we choose a 
decomposition H= T(H) x F’ with the torsion subgroup T(H) and F< F’ 
torsion-free. If F= ( 1) we can find a homomorphism H + T(H) which 
preserves the solution. We now decompose the system and its solution in 
H into two systems with solutions in T(H) E K” and F’ E NT such that 
each equation holds in both T(H) and F’ and each inequation holds at 
least in one of T(H) or P’ if F# 1. We get a solution of the original system 
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in G by combining two such solutions from the existentionally closed 
groups T, F if F # ( 1) and from T alone if F = ( 1). 1 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose c< p. There is a unique countable existentially 
closed group E in K”. The countable xistentially closed groups in K’ are the 
groups of the form E x Q”, 0 < n Go, where 62 is the additive.group of the 
rationals. The group E x Q” is the unique countable closed in K’. K’ has a 
model companion. 
Proof. The second assertion follows from the first by 3.7, and the third 
from the second since Q” is the unique countable closed group in NT. 
Let G be existentially closed in K” and hence in K’ by 3.7. By 3.4 G is 
an amalgamation base in K’ and therefore G,GP = Z,, i _ i(G), 16 i < c, by 
2.2. In order to check 3.3.2 let A < G be finitely generated. A is finite and 
hence there exists a finite subgroup A <A* < G with GiGP n A = ATA*P n 
A = Z,, 1 -i(A*) n A, 1 <i< c. We contend that this implies A* ES(A). 
Suppose A*<B,CEK’. Then A*A*PnA<BiBPnA<Z,+,-i(A*)n 
A=ATA*PnA and similarly A,?A*PnA=CiCPnA, l<i<c, and the 
amalgam A < B, C can be realized in K’ by 1.4. Hence there exists a unique 
countable existentially closed group in K” by 3.3. 
If AEK” is finite and A*ES(A) then (A,?A*PnA, (l), l<i<c) is a 
central series of length c induced on A with AP contained in the last but 
one term. We can choose a finite subset S’(A) of finite groups such that 
each series induced on A from a group A* E S(A) is also induced from a 
group A’ E S’(A). We consider the following sentences. 
(I) Group, Vx, . ..x.( [x,, . . . . x,] = l), VXY( [xp, y] = 1). 
(11) VA Cdiag(A) --) Vase rcaj IA’ diag(A <A’)], A E K’ finite. 
(III) VA[jA*diag(A < A*) + 3Bdiag(A < B)], A, B E K’ finite, 
A*ES(A), A*<B. 
(IV) Vx 3y[xp = y”], m > 1. 
The sentences in (I) axiomatize K’. We show that (II)- characterize 
the existentially closed groups in K’. First suppose that GEK’ satisfies 
(II)-( By (IV) GP is a divisible abelian group. If g E G then gp = hr* and 
g=(gheP)-hr with (gh-P)P=l. Therefore, G=TGP where T is the 
torsion subgroup of G and if GP = S x F with S torsion and F divisible 
torsion-free then G = T x F. By 3.7 it remains to show that T is existentially 
closed in K”. This follows from (II) and (III) as in 3.6. Further it follows 
as in 3.6 that an existentially closed group G in K’ satisfies (II) and (III). 
Also (IV) holds, as we have seen in the proof of 3.7 that GP is divisible. 
Therefore (I)-(IV) is a model companion of K’. 1 
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One might wonder whether the central factor G/Z of a countable existen- 
tially closed group G in K or K’ coincides with the countable existentially 
closed group in N,- r n BP. However, we presume that this is not true, 
except in the trivial case c = 2, in analogy to the fact that the central factor 
of an existentially closed group in N: is not existentially closed in N,+_ r, 
ca 3 [3, Sat2 5.73. 
As a final remark we note that in the class of nilpotent groups in N, 
whose torsion subgroup lies in K”, c> 2, the existentially closed groups 
need not be directly decomposable into a torsion and a torsion-free group. 
For example this is the case for any such group which contains a non- 
trivial split extension CC,,- x C,,-) n(a) with (a) infinite cyclic, since 
CPa x Cpm lies in the center of the nilpotent torsion subgroup. Further the 
element a has no pth root in a nilpotent group [ 10, Theorem 3.11 and 
therefore the factor group by the torsion subgroup is not divisible and 
hence not existentially closed in N:. We do not know whether the number 
of countable existentially closed groups in this class is 2”“. 
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